
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.0.91  26.11.2009 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

o New support for Structured Products 
 Selecting the product 
 Selecting the plan clusters 

o Improved text for discounting the use of other protection products 
o New product providers: 

 Ascentric wrap 
 Arc Fund Management Holdings plc 
 Barclays 
 Britannia International 
 Cater Allen 
 Gilliat Financial Solutions 
 HSBC Asset Management 
 Investec Bank 
 Jubilee Financial Products 
 Meteor Asset Management 
 NDF Administration 
 Newcastle Building Society 
 Royal Bank of Scotland 
 Walker Crips 

o Amended product provider 
 Selestia rebrand as Skandia Investment Solutions 

o Improvement to choice of financial budget statements 
o Improvement to client sign off text 
o Improvement to support for cash or re-registration disclosure for transfer 

recommendations  
o Minor layout corrections 

 
 
New support for Structured Products 
We are pleased to announce new support for writing suitability reports for structured products of 
all types.   
 
This is a complex advice area despite the apparent simplicity of a number of structured 
investment products.  Structured products comprise a diverse range of investments united by 
only one feature: the investment returns are governed by an expression of words which form the 
investment contract whereas, normally, investment returns are governed by movements in unit 
values etc. 
 



Investment risk, investor protection and taxation treatment vary greatly from product to product 
and need to be thoroughly understood before a recommendation to a client is concluded.   
 
We recommend carefully documenting the returns definition applicable to the product in every 
suitability report where the income or capital return is linked to a market index.  
 
We further recommend carefully documenting any applicable counterparty risks as, in many 
instances, the capital invested will be lost and not benefit from any statutory consumer protection 
should the counterparty fail to honour its obligations. 
 
Typically, a structured product will be available in up to 3 tax wrappers and often a single 
application form is all that is needed to complete individual and joint investments for all tax 
wrapper alternatives. 
 
e-Suitability support has been developed with a view to being capable of comprehensively 
supporting explanations of all possible product recommendations, both current and future.  To 
ease the introduction of this support, we have expanded the product provider list to include all 
current structured product providers which distribute through IFAs.  
 
We have provided support for the following product types: 

• Structured Product income 
• Structured Product growth 
• Structured Product kick out income 
• Structured Product kick out growth 

 
It is feasible for these product types to be expressed as any of the following taxation wrappers: 

• New Cash ISA  
• Transfer Cash ISA   
• New Stocks and Shares ISA 
• Transfer Stocks and Shares ISA 
• Direct investment – taxed as savings interest 
• Direct investment – taxed as dividend 
• Direct investment – taxed as capital gain 
• Direct investment – taxed as a non-qualifying life policy 

 
Many providers permit combinations of some of the above-mentioned tax wrappers in a single 
investment, all subject to exactly the same defined returns definition.  To provide maximum ease 
and flexibility, we have designed the above-mentioned 4 product types into which it is possible to 
select the necessary policy clusters. 
 

 Selecting the product 
Selecting the product may be achieved by choosing the “Investments and 
Pensions” need with the “Personal – wealth creation – general” sub need as 
follows: 
 

 
 



Then, in the normal way, begin to select the product by clicking the add 
contract button.  The example below shows selection of a “Structured Product 
income”. 
 

 
 
The above example is of a “Structured Product income” plan.  Notice the “Plan 
clusters” button.   
 
 
 Selecting the plan clusters 

Clicking the “Plan clusters” button is an essential step to properly documenting 
the recommendation.  After clicking the button, the following window appears: 
 

 
 
Then select the drop down menu and the following drop down list appears:  
 

 
 



A lengthy list of plan cluster options then appears as shown above.     
 
Then, select the tax wrapper or wrappers which fit your recommendation.  
Below is an example of a recommendation including a Cash ISA for the client, a 
Stocks and Shares ISA using transferred funds for the partner and a joint Direct 
Investment where the returns are taxed as capital gains. 
 

 
 
 
Clicking the “Close” button will then take you back to the previous 
recommendation window from where you may click the “OK” button followed by 
the next “Close” button which will return you to a window from where you may 
select the “Suitability Letter …” link to launch report writer. 

 
 
Improved text for discounting the use of other protection products 
Integral to much of e-Suitability content is inclusion of automated text to assist in discounting the 
use of alternative products.   
 
Previously, discounting text for “Protection – death only” recommendations would explain why 
recommendations for whole of life, decreasing term assurance or level term assurance had not 
been made depending on the context of the recommendation.   
 
Following valuable feedback from a user, we have improved the disclosure for “Protection – 
death only” recommendations to include text to discount the inclusion of critical illness benefit. 
The following paragraph will be automatically inserted for all “Protection – death only” 
recommendations where Level Term Assurance, Mortgage Protection Assurance, Family 
Income Benefit or Whole of Life Cover has been selected. 
 

 
 



Notice the insertion point to explain why critical illness has no been included.  Clicking on the 
text, “insert reason” will cause the following window to open underneath the text preview pane: 
 

 
 
You may then insert the appropriate reason for not recommending inclusion of critical illness 
cover. 
 
 
New product provider 

 Ascentric wrap 
We are pleased to announce the introduction of support for Ascentric as a wrap 
provider.  The content shown below has been approved by Ascentric. 
 

 
 
Standard provider support has been added for the following product providers.  
This completes support for all current structured product providers. 
 Arc Fund Management Holdings plc 
 Barclays 
 Britannia International 
 Cater Allen 
 Gilliat Financial Solutions 
 HSBC Asset Management 
 Investec Bank 
 Jubilee Financial Products 
 Meteor Asset Management 
 NDF Administration 
 Newcastle Building Society 
 Royal Bank of Scotland 
 Walker Crips 

 
 



Amended product provider 
 Selestia rebrand as Skandia Investment Solutions 

Following the rebrand of Selestia, we have taken this opportunity to improve the 
content for this provider in line with e-Suitability text to explain the services of 
other wrap providers.  The new text for Skandia Investment Solutions follows: 
 

 
 
Improvement to choice of financial budget statements 
Recently, we expanded the list of selectable paragraphs to explain the clients available budget.   
The new list is shown below. 
 

 



 
Previously, asset transfer situations were provided for by three selectable paragraphs.  Now, we 
have added one additional selectable paragraph to complete the set of budget statements which 
we hope will cover all possible requirements. 
 
The new selectable paragraph is, “asset tf or plan switch plus lump sum”.  Selecting this 
paragraph will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

   
 
The paragraph content above is optimally matched to situations where a client agrees to transfer 
an existing plan and agrees to an additional lump sum payment but declines or does not need to 
make a regular contribution. 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.  In this connection, we are grateful for continued user feedback on any flaws found in the 
content, the correction of which will take precedent over all other development work. 
 
 
New paragraph library 
If you have already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop down 
menu which is assessable immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
What’s next on the development list 

• Final Salary pension transfers. 
• Discretionary Fund Manager recommendations. 
• Support for offshore and non-regulated collective investment funds. 
• Improved support for automated inclusion of text to document client “needs and 

demands”. 
• Unsecured pension review reports. 
• Fund switches within same product reports. 
• Support for “non product” recommendations. 
• Child trust recommendations. 
• With Profits annuities. 
• More support for network fact find risk descriptions and risk profiling tools – e.g. Watson 

Wyatt.  
• Support for National Savings products – a respectable inclusion whenever you make a 

lump sum encashable investment recommendation.  This will be included as a new need 
area for ease of access.  



• Support for “mainstream” investment fund management houses as product providers for 
Stocks and Shares ISAs, Unit Trusts and OEICs and Investment Trusts. 


